AP ENGLISH LITERATURE & COMPOSITION SUMMER READING & WRITING

Mrs. Resetar resetar@kosd.org


Welcome to AP Literature & Composition! To prepare for class in August, you will be reading and annotating The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. Be ready to discuss and write about this text during the first week of school!

As you read, annotate and take appropriate notes on ideas and questions that occur to you. Keep track of characters, recurring ideas, passages you love, examples of rhetorical strategies (details, diction, syntax, tone, point of view, imagery), and passages that you sense are significant in some way.

As you read The Kite Runner, respond to the following journal prompts (typed, double-spaced, 12-point font). Do not wait until the end of the book to start your journal; write each response at the time indicated in the prompt. Each response should be roughly 300-350 words. Your responses should make apt, specific textual references, including direct quotes, and prove to me that you did indeed read the book in its entirety.

Journal #1—(pre-reading) Do you have any skeletons in your closet? Have you ever done something for which you cannot forgive yourself? What happened? What would it take for you to forgive yourself? If not, do you know anyone that carries the emotion of guilt with them? How do they act? Finally, what do you think the word redemption means?

Journal #2—(corresponds with chapters 1-2) FIRST, read, reflect and respond to the following quotation: “The shifts of Fortune test the reliability of friends” (Cicero). How would you assess yourself as a friend? How conditional is your friendship with others? If you were out of line, would you want your friend to stick by your side or set your straight? Focus on one of your most important friendships, and evaluate why the friendship works (or does not). SECOND, read, reflect and respond to the following quote from journalist Charley Reese: “If malice or envy were tangible and had a shape, it would be the shape of a boomerang.” Have you experienced the emotion of jealousy? What does it feel like (physically)? Of what or whom were you jealous? Do you think jealousy is a healthy emotion? Why or why not?

Journal #3—(corresponds with chapters 3-7) John Lennon once stated, “How you spend your days is how you spend your life.” Every thought in your head will ultimately turn into a choice, and every choice, in turn, evolves into action. Pretty much, every moment makes up who we are as individuals. Connect this with your daily life: Have you ever stayed silent about an issue/conflict when you should have spoken up or intervened? Have you ever witnessed a conflict, and though you knew it was wrong, you chose to stay out of it? Why? What were the repercussions of your choice to stay silent? (Please leave out all names.)

Journal #4—(corresponds with chapters 8-10) Please read, reflect and respond to the following quote: “The guilty think all talk is of themselves” (Chaucer). How does this quotation relate to Amir’s thoughts and actions in chapters 8 and 9? Have you ever felt the emotion of guilt? What did it feel like? Have you done anything to redeem yourself and make the guilt vanish – or do you still carry the guilt around with you? Explain.

Journal #5—(corresponds with chapters 11-13) When your parent/guardian is proud of you, how does he/she show pride? Is he/she obvious in the expression of pride (hugs, exchange of words, money), or is he/she more subtle? Why might a parent choose not to reward their son/daughter at every proud moment? Imagine yourself years from now: what kind of parent will you be—at every turn bestowing your child with a “high-five” or carefully choosing your moments to reveal your pride? Why? Explain.



Journal #6—(corresponds with chapters 14-19) Rahim Kahn says to Amir, “...a boy who won’t stand up for himself becomes a man who can’t stand up for anything. I wonder, is that what you’ve become?” (Hosseini 221). As readers, we are aware that Amir feels guilt over what happened to Hassan over 26 years ago. However, has Amir become a man who can’t stand up for anything? Why or why not? Explain, using textual evidence to support your answer (minimum ONE quotation).

Journal #7—(corresponds with chapters 20-22) Read, reflect and respond to the following quotation from Chapter 22: “...for the first time since the winter of 1975, I felt at peace. I laughed because I saw that, in some hidden nook in the corner of my mind, I’d even been looking forward to this” (Hosseini 289). How does Amir finally redeem himself? What does redemption mean and how important is this quality in the world today?

Journal #8—(corresponds with chapters 23-25) FIRST, write a working definition of “love.” Then, in light of your working definition, do you believe that Amir truly loves Hassan? For that matter, do Amir and Baba love each other? We all have different interpretations of love, and how we express that love varies from person to person and from situation to situation. Please provide textual evidence that supports your interpretation that Amir does or does not love Hassan and Baba.

Journal #9—(after reading the book in its entirety) Respond to ONE of the following:
• The novel begins with Amir’s memory of peering down an alley, looking for Hassan, who is kite running for him. As Amir peers into the alley, he witnesses a tragedy yet does not choose to help Hassan. Likewise, the novel ends with Amir kite running for Hassan’s son, Sohrab, as he begins a new life with Amir in America. Why do you think the author chooses to frame the novel with these scenes? Reference the following quote or, at minimum, reference the IDEA in the following quote: “Afghans like to say: Life goes on, unmindful of beginning, end...crisis or catharsis, moving forward like a slow, dusty caravan of kochis [nomads]” (Hosseini 357).
• What does redemption mean, and how important is this quality in the world today? Discuss in light of Amir’s journey to redemption in the novel. You must include ONE QUOTATION minimum in your discussion.

__________________________________________________________________________________________



Give yourself enough time to read! Do not try to read this at the last minute. The required reading could easily be used for the third question on the actual AP test so become an expert with it!

Have a fun, safe summer. Relax, enjoy yourself and relish reading this book at the pool, beach, etc! Remember that reading closely, annotating the text, and visualizing as you read will significantly improve your comprehension.

I look forward to seeing you all on the first day of school. If you need to contact me or have any questions before then, please email me at resetar@kosd.org.



Happy reading 

Mrs. Resetar

ANNOTATION GUIDELINES



You should annotate using Post-It Notes or within a notebook. The purpose of annotation is to slow down your reading and to help you to interact with the text. Studying literature is about more than reading the words: it is about considering the effect the text has on you, the reader, the way the author created that effect, and the way the text acts as a link between different societies and time periods. Annotating will slow down your pace of reading; if this is bothersome, read and then go back to review and annotate.

Mark the important plot events. Every page will not necessarily be noted.

Define unfamiliar words through context or by using a dictionary. Write the definitions right in the text for yourself.

Mark any conflicts that occur with the main character (protagonist). Note your ideas about these conflicts (who is involved, attempts to resolve conflicts, etc).

Mark words and phrases that describe the characters. Note your ideas about the characters (personality, motivation, fears, dreams, etc).

Mark any symbolism and note your ideas in the text as to what abstract ideas or concepts these tangible objects may represent.

When you finish reading the whole book, pick the three most important thematic ideas that your book addresses. Write those themes in your notebook AND find supporting evidence from the text to support your ideas.

Don’t be afraid to develop your own system. Use any combination of the following:

• Make brief comments (questions, epiphanies, connections, reactions) in the margins and between or within lines of the text.

• Note certain words or phrases that stand out to you.

• Use abbreviations or symbols – brackets, stars, exclamation points, question marks, numbers, etc.

• Connect words, phrases, ideas, circles, boxes, etc. with lines or arrows.

• Underline/highlight – CAUTION: Use these methods sparingly. Underline/highlight only a few words. Always combine with another method, such as comment. Never underline an entire passage. Doing so loses effectiveness. If you wish to mark an entire paragraph or passage, draw a line down the margin or use brackets.

• Don’t mark too much. If you mark everything, nothing will stand out.

• Note things like character summaries, page references for key scenes, themes, allusions, images, motifs, symbols, etc.

